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As a tenured physician, Dr. Grace Hameister has an impressive 20-year career in 
integrative medicine, including chiropractic functional medicine in both California and 
Wisconsin. Dr. Grace provides private and corporate clients with whole body and mind 
rejuvenation and repair, focusing on treating the body from a cellular perspective. 

She describes herself as “a seasoned doctor and science lover who wants to punch 
through the status quo with unapologetic truth, scientific validity, experience, and 
laughter. I poke at science, culture, and tech to open people’s eyes to very usable and 
valid natural solutions for better health and living.”

Integrative Medical Practice Saves 
30% in Operational Costs & Gains 

Patient Time with Mobile EHR 

Meet Dr. Grace H. Hameister

As a tech-savvy concierge physician, she was a trailblazer when she sought out a mobile EHR 
in 2009. And with a simple Google search, she found the answer to her needs: DrChrono. From 
that first moment of discovery onward, there’s been no looking back.

The Search for Innovation & Adaptability 
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“DrChrono allows practitioners in non-traditional healthcare frameworks to have the 
data that’s protected by the state and the data they need on their patients to track 
their health journey and progress.” 

Dr. Grace gained higher credibility as the “modern, tech-savvy Doctor” when she started using 
DrChrono. As a pioneer in her field and an international healthcare professional caring for 
influential patients worldwide, she must enter an appointment with an iPad and exude a sense 
of professionalism and confidence. Thanks to DrChrono’s powerful tools and organization that 
make EHR management easy, Dr. Grace can confidently devote her energy and attention to what 
she values most - caring for patients. Customized templates and the ease of note-taking allow Dr. 
Grace to be present during her appointments and take notes accurately, as she can document 
findings throughout the appointment instead of after the patient exam.

For over a decade, Dr. Grace has relied on DrChrono to keep pace with the changing demands 
of her practice. From having seven team members in California to working independently 
and remotely in her current practice in Wisconsin, her mobile EHR needed to adapt to each 
transition. Yet, regardless of location or practice size, DrChrono morphed with each evolution - 
proving to be the steadfast technology Dr. Grace could count on throughout her career.

“Functionality of templates has made it easy to go through patient exams. I don’t have 
to worry about missing a step. The mobility factor and integration with Apple are a 
major plus on top of a plus! DrChrono has been a quantum leap for helping me provide 
efficient patient care and stay on top of patient notes and objective data captured in 
patient charting.”

By utilizing DrChrono’s intuitive billing tools, Dr. Grace has been able to focus on scaling her 
practice and maximizing profit instead of wasting time with paper trails and medical billing. 
Headaches from administrative tasks quickly became a thing of the past by switching to the 
feature. Billing ran so smoothly that she could stop outsourcing this process entirely - increasing 
her cash flow and saving her up to 30% per bill. 

After experiencing enhanced mobility (Apple integration), ease of billing and note-taking, and 
expert customization, Dr. Grace has and continues to recommend DrChrono to other functional 
medical practices. While she continues to serve her patients, Dr. Grace is also launching a new 
app, FoodFiXR, that finds non-toxic, body-optimizing, disease-healing foods at the grocery store 
with help from an AR/XR assistant. Choosing a mobile EHR has allowed Dr. Grace to continue 
doing what she loves most - providing innovative, “effective solutions for better health and living” 
to patients across the globe.

https://foodfixr.com/contact/

